
Wedding Day Photography

Base package... $450.00
If you absolutely need to keep your photography budget to a bare minimum, then my base

package is your best option.  I will photograph all your formal poses, your service, your pre and
post ceremony events.  You will get the usual combination of photography styles and as many
images as necessary to get the job done.  I then edit and correct the files for proper color and
exposure.  These images are then delivered online along with a copyright release so that you can
download and share your images as you choose.

All day coverage... $600.00
Complete wedding day coverage includes everything in the base package as well as the

reception.  If it is important to you to have your first dance, cutting the cake, the best man toast,
Uncle Fred doing the Twist and other events professionally photographed, then take a step up
from the base package.

The wedding experience...$900.00
This is the complete wedding experience.  From the engagement photo session through

all of the important events at your wedding reception, both big and small, I’m all yours.  I start
before you arrive and I don’t leave until there is nothing else to photograph.

I do not shoot just to have a specific number of images, rather I shoot as much as
necessary to cover your day thoroughly, this will average about 75 images per hour.  After your
wedding, my work is just starting.  I will edit out the duds, and then correct the remaining images
for exposure, and color.  At least some of the images will be cropped for greater impact.  Finally,
I will deliver your files in a universal format that you can take anywhere you choose for further
printing.  I also enclose a copyright release that allows you print your images without question.

Albums
I do not take random snapshots when I am working.  Every image I capture has a story to

tell and a place to tell it.  Purchasing your wedding albums through me doesn’t just give you a
collection of pictures in a book, I tell the story of your day.  The important moments become the
most dominating images and the smaller moments are used to build towards those important
moments.

I have 2 styles of albums to fit your lifestyle and wedding.

Classic Albums
This is the album that has been around for decades.  The cover comes in 2 styles, a

embossed floral print, or with a picture inset.  The cover is a leatherette finish and the pages are
lay flat pin-hinge design.  Real photo prints are mounted in mats and then inserted into protective



sleeves.  Album prices include the cost of photos.

8x10 Bride’s Album with 24 pages (12 leaves)...............................................$849.00
Additional 2 pages (1 leaf)................................................................................$56.00

4x5 Mother’s Album with 24 pages (12 leaves)..............................................$429.00
Additional 2 pages (1 leaf).................................................................................$29.00

Modern Albums
These are modern lay-flat bound books.  They have a thinner more modern look and the

images are printed directly on each page.  These albums have almost unlimited page design
options since they are not limited by available mat cutouts.  You can have a panorama of the
ceremony, or wedding party.  Then a collage of various candid images from the reception with
the couple’s first dance in the center.  The design options are endless.  You also have 3 options
for covers.

10x10 Bride’s albums
Standard Hard Cover with 20 pages (10 leaves)....................................$623.00
Leather Lux Cover with 20 pages (10 leaves)........................................$623.00
Genuine Leather Cover with 20 pages (10 leaves).................................$824.00
Additional leaves (2 pages).......................................................................$20.00

6x6 Mother’s albums
Standard Hard Cover with 20 pages (10 leaves).....................................$545.00
Leather Lux Cover with 20 pages (10 leaves).........................................$545.00
Genuine Leather Cover with 20 pages (10 leaves)..................................$733.00
Additional leaves (2 pages)......................................................................$7.50

 


